Guidance on Withdrawing a Unit using the Unit & Programme Management System (UPMS)

These guidance notes explain how to withdraw a unit from the Unit Catalogue.

Please note that only users with a Programme Editor role will be able to withdraw units from the Unit Catalogue.

There are 7 steps to withdrawing a unit:

STEP 1: Logging in to the site and setting up a new proposal
STEP 2: Selecting units
STEP 3: Withdrawing a unit
STEP 4: Removing units from your programme structures
STEP 5: Selecting other units to withdraw
STEP 6: Completing approval information
STEP 7: Submitting your proposal

STEP 1: Logging in to the site and selecting your units

To access the web screens, please go to https://www.bris.ac.uk/esu/approvalprocess

You will need to login using the link in the left hand navigation bar. Please enter your University of Bristol username and password.

The first thing you need to do is set up a new proposal. You can manage proposal folders however you prefer. We recommend that if you are withdrawing a series of units from a number of related programmes that you manage these as part of one proposal. If you think of a proposal folder as the bundle of paperwork then you will need to include all the information required for that bundle of changes to be approved.

1. Click on ‘Create New Proposal’ in left hand navigation bar. Note that you will not be able to withdraw a unit in a ‘unit updating proposal’
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2. Name your proposal and press ‘save’.

Your proposal name can be anything you want, though please bear in mind that this will be the name as it goes through the committee structures so should be something clear and relevant.
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STEP 2: Selecting units

The quickest way to find units, especially when you have a long list of updates to work through, is by entering the unit code into the search bar of the System.

Another way to search for units is to drill down by faculty and school using the a-z lists from the menu on the left-hand side of the screen. Once you have selected your Department / School you will be presented with a list of units in alphabetical order by unit title.

The ‘Y’ on the far right column indicates whether units are running or not in the year that is in view. Scroll across to view future and past academic years by using the arrows provided.

You can view your units by level - please select the required level tab across the top of the page. There is also a separate tab for withdrawn units. Note that as soon as a unit is withdrawn it will appear in the withdrawn unit tab regardless of the academic year you are viewing.

If you are unable to find a unit, try using the ‘all units’ tab. Alternatively you can put the name of the unit into the search bar on the top right corner.

Once you have found the unit you wish to edit, click on the unit code or title and you will be taken to the unit specification screen.
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STEP 3: Withdrawing a unit

To withdraw a unit select ‘withdraw unit’ from the menu on the left of the screen. This will take you to a screen that tells you which programmes the unit is currently attached to and asks you to select the first academic year for which the unit will no longer run.

Select a year and hit “Save”. The unit will now be marked as withdrawn when you view the unit specification screen, and any teaching blocks that were ticked will be de-selected.
**STEP 4: Removing units from your programme structures**

When you withdraw a unit the System will automatically pull all the programmes and shared structures that the unit is attached to in to your proposal folder:

You will need to edit the relevant versions of each programme/shared structure to remove the unit. For guidance on how to edit programme structures please see the guidance notes.

**STEP 5: Selecting other units to withdraw**

Repeat steps 3 and 4 above for any other relevant units. You can do this whilst still in the same folder, or you can create a new proposal folder, for example, if you were going to edit a unit in a different subject area. If you are withdrawing a series of units from a group of programmes then we recommend that you edit these as part of the same proposal.
STEP 6: Completing approval information

Normally a straightforward unit withdrawal will only require School/Faculty approval, however if it is part of a larger change to a programme it may require University approval as well. Please see the Guidance on Editing a Programme.

You are required to complete approval information for the whole proposal which consists of an academic rationale for the change. To access the screen to enter the approval information click on ‘approval form’ from the proposal home page.

You can then click on ‘Edit Details’ and complete the approval information. Please ensure this covers all changes made within the proposal.
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STEP 7: Submitting your proposal

Once you are happy with the changes you’ve made click on the link to ‘Submit Proposal’.

And you should then hopefully see a screen telling you that no errors have been found. If you do get an error, there will be a link in the Description field to take you to the part of your proposal that requires completion.

In this instance there is a warning to update your programmes to remove the withdrawn unit as the unit is optional. If you withdraw a mandatory unit this would be an error message and will not let you submit until you have removed the unit from the programme structure(s).

You will then be taken to a new screen that displays the approval workflow details. You can see that the proposal has been successfully submitted and the approval form completed and this is now awaiting approval by the School Committee.
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For further information on the workflow process please see the guidance notes on the Unit & Programme Management System Home Page on committee structures.

Once approved, the changes will then be applied directly to the Unit and Programme Catalogues for the relevant academic year.
Hints and Tips for navigating the System

Permissions
Any proposal folder that you create will only be visible to yourself, unless you give another user access. You can do this by setting up ‘Permissions’.

Once you have created your proposal, you should see a link in the left hand navigation to ‘Permissions’.

When you click on this you will be able to search for a colleague by surname or username and then select to give them permission to your folder. That user will then be able to add, edit or remove units from that folder.

My Proposals
Lost your proposal? When you next login, go to My Proposals from the home page and you can search for your proposal by a name, reference, faculty, and so on.

Workflow Details
A quick way to view where your proposal has got to in the approval process is in the Workflow Details in your proposal. This will be a diagram displaying each step through the approval process. Here you will be able to see where your change has been approved, if it’s awaiting approval and if your changes have been successfully applied to the Unit and Programme Catalogues and SITS.

Inactivity
Please note: The system will automatically log you out if you remain inactive for more than half an hour so please ensure that you save changes as you make them.

Getting Help
If you have any technical difficulties, please email approval-help@bris.ac.uk